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Abstract
We present an on-shell formalism for superamplitudes of pure N < 4 super Yang-Mills
theory. Two superfields, Φ and Φ†, are required to describe the two CPT conjugate supermul-
tiplets. Simple truncation prescriptions allow us to derive explicit tree-level MHV and NMHV
superamplitudes with N -fold SUSY. Any N =0, 1, 2 tree superamplitudes have large-z falloffs
under super-BCFW shifts, except under [Φ,Φ†〉-shifts. We show that this ‘bad’ shift is respon-
sible for the bubble contributions to 1-loop amplitudes in N =0, 1, 2 SYM. We evaluate the
MHV bubble coefficients in a manifestly supersymmetric form and demonstrate for the case
of four external particles that the sum of bubble coefficients is equal to minus the tree super-
amplitude times the 1-loop beta-function coefficient. The connection to the beta-function is
expected since only bubble integrals capture UV divergences; we discuss briefly how the minus
sign arises from UV and IR divergences in dimensional regularization.
Other applications of the on-shell formalism include a solution to the NKMHV N =1 SUSY
Ward identities and a clear description of the connection between 6d superamplitudes and the
4d ones for both N =4 and N =2 SYM. We outline extensions to N <8 supergravity.
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1 Introduction and summary of results
The study of on-shell scattering amplitudes has in recent years revealed many surprising struc-
tures and completely new ways to evaluate amplitudes at both tree and loop level. Particularly
remarkable results have been found in the planar sector of massless N = 4 SYM theory. It is
obviously of considerable practical and theoretical interest to generalize the results of this very
special integrable sector to theories with less symmetry. In this paper we take a step towards
this goal by studying basic properties of scattering amplitudes in pure N = 1 and N = 2 SYM.
A cornerstone in the recent developments in N = 4 SYM has been the on-shell superfield
formalism which encodes amplitudes related by supersymmetry into superamplitudes [1, 2, 3,
4, 5]. In this formalism, the CPT self-conjugate supermultiplet of on-shell states is collected
into a superfield, or superwavefunction,
Ωi = G
+
i + ηia λ
a
i −
1
2!
ηiaηb S
ab
i −
1
3!
ηiaηibηic λ
abc
i + ηi1ηi2ηi3ηi4G
−
i . (1.1)
The Grassmann variables ηia are labeled by particle number i and SU(4) R-symmetry index
a = 1, 2, 3, 4, and the components are on-shell states — gluons G, gluinos λ, and scalars S
— with momentum pi. The superamplitude An(Ω1,Ω2, . . . ,Ωn) is a polynomial in the ηia-
variables and each coefficient is an on-shell scattering amplitude. To project out a particular
scattering amplitude from An we act with the unique set of Grassmann derivatives that project
out the desired set of external states from the superwavefunctions Ωi. Thus superamplitudes
are generating functions for the component amplitudes.
The superamplitude formalism has been central in many recent developments:
• Super-BCFW recursion relations. The familiar BCFW shift [7, 8] can be accom-
panied by a shift of the Grassmann variables ηia such that the supermomenta Q˜a and
Q˜a are unshifted [9, 10]. The resulting super-BCFW recursion relations are valid for all
N = 4 SYM superamplitudes with n ≥ 4 [9]. They have been crucial for multiple recent
developments, including [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
• Dual superconformal symmetry. Dual conformal symmetry acts as ordinary confor-
mal transformations on the momentum “region variables” xi, defined by pi = xi − xi+1.
For example xi → xi/x2i under dual conformal inversion. Split-helicity gluon amplitudes,
such as A6(−−++++), transform covariantly under dual conformal symmetry, but non-
split amplitudes such as A6(−+−+ ++) do not have decent transformation properties.
It is only when the component amplitudes are collected into superamplitudes An that the
dual superconformal symmetry reveals itself [3, 10, 11]. Dual superconformal symmetry
is a property of planar amplitudes in the strong coupling regime [18] and perturbatively
at tree-level [10, 11] as well as loop-level [19, 3, 20, 21, 22, 14]. The dual and ordinary
superconformal algebra form the first two levels of a Yangian [16], and constructing Yan-
gian invariants has been a central guiding principle for the recently developed loop-level
recursion relations [14]. On-shell superfield formulations were also needed for dual con-
formal symmetry of planar amplitudes of maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
in six [23, 24] and ten dimension [25].
• Efficient evaluation of intermediate state sums. The superamplitude formulation
makes it possible to efficiently and systematically perform intermediate state sums [2, 4]
in (unitarity cuts of) loop amplitudes. These super-sums are carried out as Grassmann
integrals over all η`a’s associated with the internal lines ` of loop diagram [2]. This
evaluation method was used in certain cuts needed in the recent 4-loop N = 4 SYM
2
calculation [26] and are valid for both planar and non-planer contributions. A detailed
analysis of super-sums together with a diagrammatic representation was given in [27].
• Solution to the SUSY Ward identities. On-shell Ward identities of supersymmetry
enforce linear relationships among the amplitudes in each NKMHV sector. These are
trivially solved at MHV level, but for NMHV and beyond the coupled linear systems
are nontrivial and appear quite intractable. However, the SUSY Ward identities can be
formulated as the requirement that the SUSY charges annihilate the superamplitudes, and
in this language the problem has a simple solution that expresses the superamplitude An
as a sum of manifestly SUSY and R-symmetry invariant Grassmann polynomials [28, 29].
• Supergravity. The UV structure of perturbative N = 8 supergravity can be investi-
gated via a characterization of available candidate counterterms. On-shell superampli-
tude techniques have recently been used to examine the matrix elements produced by
putative counterterm operators [30]. Analysis of the combined requirements of N = 8
SUSY, full SU(8) R-symmetry, and the low-energy theorems of the spontaneously broken
E7(7)-symmetry (see [2, 9, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]) shows that no divergences are expected
in 4d amplitudes until 7-loop order [30, 31, 32] (see also [37, 38]).
Superamplitudes and on-shell superspace techniques ofN = 4 SYM andN = 8 supergravity
were needed in all these examples. The purpose of the present paper is to develop on-shell
superfield formalisms for pure N < 4 SYM theory (and we will briefly comment on N < 8
supergravity). While the spectrum of N = 4 SYM is CPT self-conjugate, this is not the case for
SYM theory with less supersymmetry. Thus two superfields are needed to encode the spectrum
of pure1 N < 4 SYM theory: one superfield for the ‘positive helicity sector’ and one for the
‘negative helicity sector’. For example, for N = 1 SYM we use
Φ = G+ + ηi λ
+ , Φ† = G− + η¯i λ− . (1.2)
Note that Φ is simply the truncation ηi2, ηi3, ηi4 → 0 of the N = 4 superfield (1.1) while Φ† can
be obtained from (1.1) by carrying out a Fourier transformation of the Grassmann variables
and then taking η¯i2, η¯i3, η¯i4 → 0. Clearly this procedure can be exploited to systematically
truncate N = 4 SYM superamplitudes at tree level to N = 1 SYM, and more generally to
N = 0, 1, 2, 3 SYM. This works because N = 0, 1, 2 SYM form closed subsectors of the N = 4
theory at tree level. The N = 3 formulation provides a non-chiral2 but otherwise equivalent
on-shell superspace formulation of the N = 4 theory.
NKMHV superamplitudes in N < 4 SYM involve (K + 2) Φ† superwavefunctions and
(n−K−2) Φ’s. Since the amplitudes are color-ordered andN < 4 SUSY does not mix the states
of the ‘positive’ and ‘negative helicity sectors’, there are now superamplitudes for each arrange-
ment of the Φ† and Φ states. For example, the MHV superamplitudes An;12(Φ†1Φ†2Φ3 . . .Φn)
and An;13(Φ†1Φ2Φ†3Φ4 . . .Φn) are distinct. The formalism is discussed in section 2.
The non-chiral Φ-Φ† formulation (1.2) of N < 4 SYM turns out to be somewhat impractical
for explicit calculations, and it is convenient to replace Φ† by its Fourier transform Ψ. We
introduce the chiral Φ-Ψ formalism in section 3 and apply it in subsequent sections. In this
formalism, the tree-level MHV amplitudes in pure SYM with 0 ≤ N ≤ 4 can be written
compactly as (see also [27])
FNn,ij = (−1)
1
2
N (N−1) 〈ij〉4−N δ(2N )
(∑ |k〉ηk)
〈12〉〈23〉 · ·〈n 1〉 , (1.3)
1Unless otherwise stated, we use N < 4 SYM to refer to pure N < 4 SYM.
2We use “chiral” to denote on-shell superspace with only η-Grassmann variables; thus “non-chiral” means
that both η and η¯ are used.
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where the Grassmann delta-function expresses conservation of the N supermomenta; the stan-
dard momentum delta-function is implicit. We derive similar explicit 0 ≤ N ≤ 4 formulas for
the NMHV superamplitudes and discuss the general truncation procedure beyond NMHV. The
resulting formalism should be straightforward to incorporate into numerical programs such as
the Mathematica packages presented recently in [39, 40].
As applications of the N < 4 superamplitude formalism we study:3
. Section 4: Super-BCFW recursion relations. We formulate super-BCFW shift in
N < 4 SYM, and show that the large-z behavior can be derived by a simple Grassmann
integral argument. The tree-level superamplitudes in N = 4 SYM have large-z falloff
under any super-BCFW shift. In N < 4 SYM, the shifts [Ψ,Ψ〉, [Ψ,Φ〉, [Φ,Φ〉 give similar
large-z falloffs and the associated super-BCFW recursion relations are therefore valid.
However, under a [Φ,Ψ〉-shift, the N -fold superamplitudes behave as z3−N (adjacent;
z2−N for non-adjacent) for large z; we study the consequences at loop level.
. Section 5. Structure of 1-loop amplitudes: supersums, bubble contributions
and UV & IR divergences. 1-loop amplitudes of SYM can be reconstructed completely
from their unitarity cuts, and an explicit expansion involves scalar box, triangle and
bubbles integrals [41, 42]. Bubble cuts involve a product of two tree amplitudes. Following
the work of Forde [43], Arkani-Hamed, Cachazo and Kaplan [9] showed that the bubble
coefficients are non-vanishing when this product has an O(1)-term for large-z under a
(super-)BCFW-shift of the loop-momentum. The fact that all super-shifts give large-z
falloff in N = 4 SYM implies that bubbles are absent.
The result that N = 0, 1, 2 SYM tree superamplitudes do not falloff for large z under
[Φ,Ψ〉-shifts allow us to identity which bubble coefficients are non-vanishing without
explicit calculation. We then proceed to evaluate these coefficients using the results for
the tree superamplitudes to compute N = 1, 2 super-sums. For 4-point amplitudes we
carry out the dLIPS-integrals and demonstrate for that the sum of bubble coefficients
equals −β0Atree4 with β0 the 1-loop β-function coefficient. The equivalent result was
obtained in [9] for pure N = 0 YM; we find that performing the intermediate state sum
before evaluating the dLIPS integral yields the result more directly. The connection to
the 1-loop β-function is natural since only the bubbles capture UV divergences.
Our work on the 1-loop structure of Yang-Mills amplitudes overlaps with the interesting
work of Lal and Raju [44]. They used an on-shell superspace formalism to analyze
conditions for the absence of triangle and bubble contributions to the 1-loop amplitude
in gauge theories. In contrast, we use the on-shell formalism to find explicit results for
the bubbles in pure N = 1, 2 SYM.
. Section 6: Solution to the SUSY Ward identities in N = 1 SYM. The SUSY
Ward identities in N = 1 SYM are even simpler to solve than in N = 4 SYM. A total
of
(
n−4
K
)
algebraically independent basis amplitudes determine the NKMHV superampli-
tudes for each arrangement of external states Φ and Ψ. For n = 6 and NMHV (K = 1)
the counting of 2 basis-amplitudes agrees with the only previous solution [45, 2, 34] for
N = 1 SYM.
Amplitudes in D 6= 4 have been explored in various works [46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. The 6d
maximally SYM theory has N = (1, 1) supersymmetry, and restricting its momenta to a 4d
3Dual superconformal symmetry is not on the list of properties we explore in N < 4 SYM simply because in
general it is not a property of the amplitudes.
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subspace gives masslessN = 4 SYM. The on-shell superspace formalism for 6d superamplitudes
is non-chiral and yields upon reduction to 4d a non-chiral representation of the N = 4 SYM
superamplitudes [51]. Following [51], we present in section 7 the precise map to convert the
4d reduction of the 6d superamplitudes to the familiar chiral form and discuss how the 4d
NKMHV helicity sectors emerge. We show how to truncate the 6d N = (1, 1) SYM tree-
level superamplitudes to N = (1, 0) SYM, which upon reduction to 4d yields the tree-level
superamplitudes of N = 2 SYM.
We end our story with two short sections: in section 8 we outline the superfield formalism
for superamplitudes of N < 8 supergravity, and in the Outlook, section 9, we briefly discuss
the coupling of matter multiplets to the N = 1, 2 SYM theories. A few technical details are
stowed away into two appendices.
2 On-shell formalism for pure SYM: Φ-Φ† formalism
To set the stage for N < 4 SYM, we begin with a brief review of the relevant on-shell framework
in N = 4 SYM.
2.1 On-shell superfields and MHV superamplitudes in N = 4 SYM
The on-shell supermultiplet of N = 4 SYM consists of 16 massless particles:
two gluons G±, four gluinos pairs λa and λabc, and six scalars Sab . (2.1)
The indices a, b, · · · = 1, 2, 3, 4 are SU(4) R-symmetry labels. The helicity h = ±1,±12 , 0 states
transform as r-index anti-symmetric representations of SU(4) with r = 2− 2h. We collect the
16 states into an N = 4 on-shell chiral superfield
Ω = G+ + ηaλ
a − 1
2!
ηaηbS
ab − 1
3!
ηaηbηcλ
abc + η1η2η3η4G
− , (2.2)
where the four ηa’s are Grassmann variables labeled by the SU(4) index a = 1, 2, 3, 4. These
variables were first introduced by Ferber [6] as the superpartners to the bosonic twistor vari-
ables. The relative signs are chosen such that the Grassmann differential operators
N = 4 SYM:
particle G+ λa Sab λabc G1234
operator 1 ∂ai ∂
a
i ∂
b
i ∂
a
i ∂
b
i ∂
c
i ∂
1
i ∂
2
i ∂
3
i ∂
4
i
(2.3)
exactly select the associated state from Ω.
All 16 states of the multiplet are related by supersymmetry. In the on-shell formalism the
supercharges are
qa ≡ qaα α = −[p ] ∂
∂ηa
, q˜a ≡ ˜α˙ q˜α˙a = 〈 p〉 ηa , (2.4)
with |p〉 and |p] the spinors associated with the null momentum p of the particle.  is an
arbitrary Grassmann spinor. The supercharges satisfy the anticommutation relation
{qaα, q˜β˙b } = δab |p〉β˙[p|α = δab pβ˙α (2.5)
of the Poincare supersymmetry algebra.
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The supercharges (2.4) act on the spectrum by shifting states right or left in Ω. For example,
if we compare Ω with
q˜1 Ω = −
(
η1〈p〉G+ − η1ηa〈p〉λ1 − 1
2
η1ηaηb 〈p〉Sab + η1η2η3η4〈p〉λ234
)
(2.6)
order by order in η’s to extract the action of q˜1 on the individual states, we find
4[
q˜a, G
+
]
= 0 ,
[
q˜a, λ
b
]
= 〈 p〉 δbaG+ ,
[
q˜a, S
bc
]
= 〈 p〉 2! δ[ba λc] ,[
q˜a, λ
bcd
]
= 〈 p〉 3! δ[ba Scd] ,
[
q˜a, G
bcde
]
= 〈 p〉 4! δ[ba λcde] . (2.7)
Similar relations are found for qa. Note that the action of q˜a on operators in (2.3) is identical
to (2.7). However, in this chiral representation, the qa’s commute with all the Grassmann
differential operators in (2.3).
Superfields Ω can be regarded as superwavefunctions for the external lines of superampli-
tudes An(Ω1,Ω2, . . . ,Ωn). The NKMHV superamplitudes of N = 4 SYM are degree 4(K + 2)
polynomials in the n sets of Grassmann variables ηia. The individual amplitudes are coeffi-
cients of this polynomial. One extracts an amplitude by applying the operators (2.3) to An to
project out each of the desired states from the superwavefunctions Ωi.
The tree-level MHV superamplitude [1] is simply given by
AMHVn =
δ(8)(Q˜)
〈12〉〈23〉 . . . 〈n1〉 , (2.8)
where the Grassmann delta-function is defined as
δ(8)(Q˜) ≡ 1
24
4∏
a=1
n∑
i,j=1
〈ij〉ηiaηja . (2.9)
The sums of supercharges (2.4)
Q˜α˙a =
n∑
i=1
|i〉α˙ ηia , Qaα =
n∑
i=1
|i]α ∂
∂ηia
(2.10)
both annihilate δ(8)(Q˜), so the MHV superamplitude AMHVn is manifestly supersymmetric.
There are known tree-level expressions for all NKMHV amplitudes of N = 4 SYM [11]. In this
section we only consider MHV superamplitudes, but we go beyond MHV in section 3.
We have used a superfield Ω chiral in ηa to encode the states of N = 4 SYM. The conjugate
superfield Ω† encodes exactly the same information as Ω, since the N = 4 SYM multiplet
is CPT self-conjugate. The equivalence of the fields are easily seen by a Grassmann Fourier
transformation; indeed one finds
Ω† =
∫
dη1dη2dη3dη4 e
ηaηa Ω
= G− +
1
3!
abcdη
aλbcd +
1
2!
1
2!
abcdη
aηb Scd +
1
3!
abcdη
aηbηc λd + η1η2η3η4G+ . (2.11)
Comparing with the directly conjugated field, we have identified (G+)† = G−, including the
anti-self-conjugacy condition S¯ab = − 12!abcdScd for the scalars.
Since the two wavefunctions Ω and Ω† encode the exact same information, we are free to
use either formulation in the superamplitudes. This will be useful in the following.
4We drop an overall sign in (2.6).
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2.2 N = 1 SYM on-shell superfields Φ and Φ† and MHV superamplitude
The N = 1 SYM supermultiplet consists of a gluon, G+, with helicity +1 and a gluino, λ+,
with helicity +1/2, and in addition the CPT conjugate gluon G− and gluino λ− with negative
helicities. Classically, pure N = 1 SYM theory has a U(1)R global symmetry, under which the
particles have the R-charges
G+ λ+ λ− G−
R-charge 0 1 −1 0 (2.12)
It is natural to encode the N = 1 states into two conjugate on-shell superfields
Φ = G+ + η λ+ , Φ† = G− + η λ− . (2.13)
The N = 1 theory forms a closed subsector of the N = 4 theory, and the N = 1 wavefunctions
Φ and Φ† in (2.13) can be obtained from the N = 4 superfields (2.2) and (2.11) by a truncation
η2,3,4 → 0 , η2,3,4 → 0 (2.14)
with the identification λ+ = λ1 and λ− = λ234.
Let us now use this to obtain the MHV tree superamplitudes in N = 1 SYM. If we perform
the truncation (2.14) directly on the N = 4 MHV superamplitude (2.8), it clearly vanishes.
This is not surprising because it would correspond to an amplitude with external states only
from the positive helicity sector of N = 1 SYM, and this is forbidden by supersymmetry.
We recall that the MHV sector in N = 1 SYM consists of n-point amplitudes with two
states from the negative helicity sector Φ† and n − 2 from the positive helicity sector Φ. It is
therefore natural that N = 1 SYM superamplitudes in the MHV sector take the form
AN=1n,ij = AN=1n (Φ1Φ2 . . .Φ†i Φi+1 . . .Φ†j Φj+1 . . .Φn) . (2.15)
The subscript ij on AN=1n,ij indicate the states in the Φ† sector.
The equivalence between the description of the N = 4 supermultiplet in the Ω or Ω†
superfields can now be exploited to obtain the N = 1 SYM MHV superamplitudes AN=1n,ij in
two easy steps. The first step is to perform a Grassmann Fourier transform of the η-variables
of lines i and j in the N = 4 superamplitude (2.8). This converts Φi and Φj to Φ†i and Φ†j , and
thus yields the equally valid N = 4 SYM MHV superamplitude5
AN=4,MHVn,ij (. . .Φ†i . . .Φ†j . . . ) =
∫
d4ηi d
4ηj e
ηibη
b
i eηjcη
c
j AMHVn (Φ1Φ2 . . .Φn)
=
1
〈12〉〈23〉 . . . 〈n1〉
4∏
a=1
(
〈ij〉+ 〈ik〉 ηaj ηka − 〈jk〉 ηai ηka −
1
2
〈kl〉 ηai ηaj ηka ηla
)
. (2.16)
There is an implicit sum over repeated indices k, l = 1, 2, . . . , n with k, l 6= i, j. The second
step is to apply the truncation (2.14) to (2.16) to find the N = 1 MHV superamplitudes:
MHV : AN=1n,ij =
〈ij〉3
〈12〉〈23〉 . . . 〈n1〉
(
〈ij〉+ 〈ik〉 ηj ηk − 〈jk〉 ηi ηk −
1
2
〈kl〉 ηi ηj ηk ηl
)
. (2.17)
The choice of Φ† states i and j necessarily breaks the cyclic symmetry of the original N = 4
superamplitude.
5We define d4ηi ≡∏4a=1 dηia.
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N = 1 SYM
particle operator Φ-Φ† operator Φ-Ψ
G+ 1 1
λ+ ∂i ∂i
λ− ∂i 1
G− 1¯ ∂i
Table 1: Map from states to Grassmann derivatives for N = 1 SYM. We present two different
formalisms, one with on-shell superfields Φ-Φ† and conjugate Grassmann variables ηia and η¯ai (section
2.2), and the other with superfields Φ-Ψ chiral in Grassmann variables ηia (section 3).
Explicit amplitudes are projected out by acting on AN=1n,ij with Grassmann derivatives that
select the requested external states from the superfields (2.13) and then set any remaining
η-variables to zero. (Equivalently, we can convert the Grassmann differentiations to integrals.)
The map between states and Grassmann derivative operators is summarized in table 1. We
list three simple examples:
〈−−+ + + +〉 = A6,12∣∣η→0 = 〈12〉4〈12〉〈23〉 . . . 〈61〉 ,〈− λ−λ+ + + + 〉 = ∂2 ∂3 A6,12∣∣η→0 = − 〈12〉3〈13〉〈12〉〈23〉 . . . 〈61〉 , (2.18)〈
λ−λ−λ+λ+ + +
〉
= ∂1 ∂2 ∂3 ∂4 A6,12
∣∣
η→0 = −
〈12〉3〈34〉
〈12〉〈23〉 . . . 〈61〉 .
The equivalent calculations in the N = 4 formalism read
〈−−+ + + +〉 = (∂11∂21∂31∂41)(∂12∂22∂32∂42)AMHV6 = 〈12〉4〈12〉〈23〉 . . . 〈61〉 ,〈− λ234λ1 + + + 〉 = (∂11∂21∂31∂41)(∂22∂32∂42)(∂13)AMHV6 = − 〈12〉3〈13〉〈12〉〈23〉 . . . 〈61〉 ,〈
λ234λ234λ1λ1 + +
〉
= (∂21∂
3
1∂
4
1)(∂
2
2∂
3
2∂
4
2)(∂
1
3)(∂
1
4)AMHV6 = −
〈12〉3〈34〉
〈12〉〈23〉 . . . 〈61〉 .
They agree with the N = 1 results (2.18).
An alternative form of the N = 1 SYM generating function is
AMHVn,ij =
〈ij〉3
cyc(1 . . . n)
δ˜(ext) ηi ηj , (2.19)
where
δ˜(ext) = δ˜
( n∑
k=1
|i〉ξi
)
=
1
2
n∑
k,l=1
〈kl〉ξkξl, ξk =
{
ηk if Φk
−∂¯k if Φ†k
. (2.20)
This representation is homogeneous in the ξi’s, and it is easier to use in calculations.
One can formulate super-BCFW recursion relations in the Φ-Φ† formalism and use it to
derive NKMHV superamplitudes for N = 1 SYM. We have solved these relations explicitly at
the NMHV level as a healthy exercise, and the result is similar to that of N = 4 SYM [11]. We
spare the reader for details since we will shortly introduce a more convenient formalism.
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2.3 MHV vertex expansion
The simple scaling argument given in [52] proves that the MHV vertex expansion is valid
for all tree amplitudes in N = 1 SYM. In the superamplitude formalism, the MHV vertex
diagrams consist of MHV superamplitudes ‘glued’ together with propagators 1/P 2I and a sum
over possible states of the internal line. This sum is carried out in N = 4 SYM as the simple
fourth order Grassmann differentiation (or, equivalently, integration)
∏4
a=1
∂
∂ηPa
of the ηPa’s
associated with the internal line. This automatically takes care of the internal sum. For N = 1
SYM we reverse-engineer the equivalent sum as follows.
Consider a simple diagram with two MHV vertices:
L RΦ†i
Φ†j
Φ†k
Φ†PΦ−P (2.21)
We assume that the external lines i, j, k are in the Φ†-sector and all other lines are Φ’s, as
appropriate for an NMHV amplitude. Since we label both MHV superamplitudes in terms of
outgoing particles, the internal line PI propagates a Φ
†-state to a Φ state (and vice versa): if the
left subamplitude has a positive helicity gluon on the internal line, it will be a negative helicity
gluon on the right subamplitude. Similarly for the gluinos. There are no other possibilities in
pure N = 1 SYM, so the rule for the internal line is
internal sum = (1 + ∂P ∂¯P ) AL(Φ†i . . .Φ†j . . .Φ−P . . . ) AR(. . .Φ†P . . .Φ†k)
∣∣∣
ηP ,η¯P→0
(2.22)
The first term “1” encodes the internal gluon state and the second term ∂P ∂¯P the internal
gluino. The expression can be rewritten as
∫
dηPdη¯P (1+η¯P ηP )ALAR. Promoting the prefactor
to an exponential we find
internal sum =
∫
dηPdη¯P e
η¯P ηP AL(Φ†i . . .Φ†j . . .Φ−P . . . ) AR(. . .Φ†P . . .Φ†k) (2.23)
AL is independent of η¯P , so we can move the exponential and the η¯P -integral to act only on
AR, where it becomes the inverse Fourier transform of the state Φ†P . We note that∫
dη¯ eη¯η Φ† = λ− + η G− ≡ Ψ , (2.24)
and hence we can write
internal sum =
∫
dηP AL(. . .Φ−P . . . ) AR(. . .ΨP . . . ) . (2.25)
This is the simple N = 1 SYM analogous of the N = 4 internal line Grassmann integral.
We can convert all Φ†’s in the superamplitudes to Ψ’s by a inverse Fourier transformation.
The resulting Φ-Ψ formalism only depends on η’s and not η’s, and this is more convenient for
practical calculations than the perhaps more intuitive Φ,Φ† formalism.
3 Pure N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 SYM: Φ-Ψ formalism
It was observed in [27] that the unitarity cuts of pure N < 4 SYM are subsets of the N = 4
cuts. In particular, when the N = 4 η-integrals are converted into index diagrams [27], the
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N < 4 super-sum corresponds to the subset of diagrams where the 4 − N index lines are
grouped together. This can be understood as the embedding of the on-shell states of the
4 − N theories in the maximal multiplet. Thus one can obtain the N < 4 amplitudes from
the maximally SUSY ones by simply separating out the needed N η’s. This is implemented by
either integrating out, or setting to zero, the remaining 4−N η’s. This gives the Φ-Ψ formalism
which we now study in detail.
Let us first recall that Φ = G+ + λ+η was obtained from the N = 4 superfield Φ of (2.2)
by setting η2,3,4 → 0, and dropping the subscript 1. We can obtain Ψ = λ− + η G− from (2.2)
by integrating over η2,3,4. (This gives the same result as (2.24).) The higher-N generalizations
should be clear, and we find that the on-shell states of the pure SYM theories are nicely
packaged as
ΦN=1 = Φ|η2,η3,η4→0 ΨN=1 =
∫
dη2 dη3 dη4 Φ ,
ΦN=2 = Φ|η3,η4→0 ΨN=2 =
∫
dη3 dη4 Φ ,
ΦN=3 = Φ|η4→0 ΨN=3 =
∫
dη4 Φ .
(3.1)
Explicitly, we have
N = 1 →
ΦN=1 = G+ + ηλ+
ΨN=1 = λ− + η G−
(λ+=λ1 , λ−=λ234)
N = 2 →
ΦN=2 = G+ + ηa λa+ − η1η2 S
ΨN=2 = S¯ + ηa λa− − η1η2G−
(S¯=S34 , λa−=λa34)
N = 3 →
ΦN=3 = G+ + ηa λa − ηaηb Sab − η1η2η3 λ123
ΨN=3 = λ4 + ηa Sa4 + 12!ηaηb λ
ab4
c − η1η2η3G−
(3.2)
The Grassmann operators associated with each state can be read-off from the superfields,
just as we did in the N = 4 case. For example, a negative helicity gluon is projected out from
ΨN=1 by ∂, from ΨN=2 by +∂1∂2 and from ΨN=3 by +∂1∂2∂3.
Equivalence of N = 3 and N = 4 SYM:
Let us compare the N = 3 superfields in (3.2) with the N = 4 self-conjugate superfield (2.2)
with η4 separated out:
Ω = G+ + ηaλ
+a − 1
2!
ηaηbS
ab − 1
3!
ηaηbηcλ
abc
+ η4
(
λ4 + ηaS
a4 +
1
2!
ηaηbλ
ab4 − η1η2η3G−
)
, (3.3)
with a, b, c = 1, 2, 3. We immediately recognize that Ω = ΦN=3 +η4 ΨN=3, i.e. the field content
of the N = 3 superfields (3.2) is equivalent to that of N = 4 SYM. This is no surprise since
N = 3 SYM is equivalent to N = 4 SYM. When we apply the on-shell formalism for N < 4
SYM in the following, we will occasionally compare the results of the N = 3 formulation with
that of N = 4.
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3.1 MHV superamplitudes for 0 ≤ N ≤ 4
Consider the N = 1 MHV amplitude. Choosing the ith and jth particles to be in the Ψ sector,
one derives the N = 1 amplitude by integrating away 3ηi’s and 3ηj ’s from the N = 4 result:
FN=1n,ij =
∫
d3ηid
3ηj
δ(8)
(∑ |k〉ηk)
〈12〉〈23〉 · ·〈n 1〉
∣∣∣∣
ηk,{2,3,4}→0
=
〈ij〉3 δ(2)(∑ |k〉ηk)
〈12〉〈23〉 · ·〈n 1〉 . (3.4)
Here we have used d3ηid
3ηj = dηi2dηi3dηi4dηj2dηj3dηj4 = −dηi2dηj2dηi3dηj3dηi4dηj4. Each
dηiadηja projects out −〈ij〉, so all in all we get −(−〈ij〉)3 = 〈ij〉3.
Similar, one finds the N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 MHV superamplitude to be
FNn,ij = (−1)
1
2
N (N−1) 〈ij〉4−N δ(2N )
(∑ |k〉ηk)
〈12〉〈23〉 · ·〈n 1〉 . (3.5)
Note that N = 3 encodes N = 4 processes in which the particles on lines i and j have been
chosen to always carry SU(4) index 4 while particles on all other lines never carry index 4.
Thus the
(
n
2
)
different superamplitudes FN=3n,ij encode exactly the same processes as the N = 4
superamplitude.
To obtain component amplitudes from the superamplitudes FNn,ij , one selects the superam-
plitude with superfields arranged according to the desired external states. For example, the
N = 1 SYM amplitude 〈−λ−λ+ + ++〉 is projected out from the MHV superamplitude FN=16,12 .
The only tricky part is to keep track of the overall sign of the amplitude. To illustrate the issue,
consider how to obtain the following three N = 1 amplitudes from the N = 4 constructions:
〈+−−+ +〉 = (∂12∂22∂32∂42)(∂13∂23∂33∂43)AN=45 = − ∂12∂13
[
(∂22∂
3
2∂
4
2)(∂
2
3∂
3
3∂
4
3)AN=45
]
= −∂12∂13 FN=15,23 , (3.6)
〈+λ− − λ++〉 = (∂22∂32∂42)(∂13∂23∂33∂43)∂14AN=45 = − ∂13∂14
[
(∂22∂
3
2∂
4
2)(∂
2
3∂
3
3∂
4
3)AN=45
]
= −∂13∂14 FN=15,23 , (3.7)
〈+− λ−λ++〉 = (∂12∂22∂32∂42)(∂23∂33∂43)∂14AN=45 = ∂12∂14
[
(∂22∂
3
2∂
4
2)(∂
2
3∂
3
3∂
4
3)AN=45
]
= +∂12∂
1
4 FN=15,23 . (3.8)
Recall that the N = 1 projection rules are
Φ: G+ ↔ 1 , λ+ ↔ ∂1i , Ψ: G− ↔ ∂1i , λ− ↔ 1 . (3.9)
The first two cases (3.6)-(3.7) require a minus sign in addition to the projection rules (3.9).
This arises from anti-commuting ∂2,3,4’s all the way to the right. We can take this into account
by the
Sign Rule: in the Φ-Ψ formalism for N = 1, 3 SYM one must include a minus sign every-
time a Grassmann derivative moves past a Ψ-state.
In the example (3.6), ∂13 has to move past Ψ2 to hit Ψ3, and the Sign Rule tells us to include
the overall minus sign. In the second example, (3.7), ∂14 moves past both Ψ2 and Ψ3 while ∂
1
3
has to move past Ψ2; this gives an overall minus sign. In the final case (3.8), the Grassmann
derivatives move past an even number of Ψ’s, so the Sign Rule gives ”+”.
For N = 2 SYM, let us for example consider the 6-point amplitudes 〈λ−1 λ−2 λ+1λ+2 + +〉.
and 〈λ−1 λ−2 + S + +〉. These come from the MHV superamplitude FN=26,12 in (3.5). We apply
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the operators corresponding to the external states and find
〈λ1−λ2−λ1+λ2+ + +〉 = (∂11) (∂22) (∂13) (∂24) FN=26,12 =
〈12〉2〈13〉〈24〉
〈12〉〈23〉 · ·〈61〉
〈λ1−λ2− + S + +〉 = (∂11) (∂22) (∂14∂24) FN=26,12 =
〈12〉2〈14〉〈24〉
〈12〉〈23〉 · ·〈61〉
These can be seen to agree with the equivalent amplitudes obtained in the N = 4 formalism.
3.2 NMHV superamplitudes for 0 ≤ N ≤ 4
We start with the dual superconformal form of the N = 4 NMHV amplitude derived in [11].
It is expressed in terms of variables xαα˙i , |i〉α, ηai , where the ‘region variables’ xαα˙i are related
to the momenta via
xαα˙i − xαα˙i+1 = pαα˙i . (3.10)
The N = 4 NMHV superamplitude is given as
N = 4 : ANMHVn =
δ(8)(
∑ |k〉ηk)
〈12〉〈23〉 · ·〈n 1〉
∑
2≤s<t≤n−1
Rnst , (3.11)
where
Rnst =
〈s s− 1〉〈t t− 1〉 ∏4a=1 Ξnst,a
x2st〈n|xnsxst|t〉〈n|xnsxst|t− 1〉〈n|xntxts|s〉〈n|xntxts|s− 1〉
, (3.12)
and the Grassmann odd function Ξnst,a is defined as
Ξnst,a ≡
n−1∑
i=t
〈n|xnsxst|i〉ηia +
n−1∑
i=s
〈n|xntxts|i〉ηia . (3.13)
To derive superamplitudes for N < 4 SYM, we simply perform the integrals ∫ d4−N η of
ANMHVn for the three Ψ-states which we choose to be i, j, n. The details of the derivation are
given in appendix A, here we simply state the result valid for N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4:
FNn,ijn = (−1)
1
2
N (N+1)FNn,ij × (3.14)[ ∑
i<s≤j<t≤n−1
(
〈in〉〈n|xntxts|j〉
)4−N
RNnst +
∑
i<s<t≤j≤n−1
(
〈ni〉〈nj〉x2st
)4−N
RNnst
+
∑
2≤s≤i<j<t≤n−1
(
〈ij〉〈n|xntxts|n〉
)4−N
RNnst +
∑
2≤s≤i<t≤j
(
〈jn〉〈n|xnsxst|i〉
)4−N
RNnst
]
,
where
RNnst =
〈s s− 1〉〈t t− 1〉∏Na=1 Ξnst,a
x2st〈n|xnsxst|t〉〈n|xnsxst|t− 1〉〈n|xntxts|s〉〈n|xntxts|s− 1〉
. (3.15)
For N = 0 SYM, the product in (3.15) is set to 1; this result was presented recently in [39].
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3.3 On the range of N in SYM
We have derived MHV and NMHV superamplitudes FNn,ij and FNn,ijk in which the number of
supersymmetries N appeared as a parameter. We know the interpretation of these superam-
plitudes for N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, but what if N takes other (integer) values? Clearly, δ(2N ) makes
sense only for N ≥ 0. For N > 4, FNn,ij... is not a physical object. To see this, let us just
consider N = 5.
For N = 5, the tree level MHV superamplitude FN=5n,ij in (3.5) includes an amplitude
〈A . . .〉 = 〈ij〉
−1〈ab〉5
〈12〉 . . . 〈n1〉 (3.16)
where a, b 6= i. Under a little group scaling of line i, the amplitude (3.16) scales as t−3, so
this immediately tells us that line i is a particle with helicity 3/2. This should already raise
suspicion since it is also easy to see that there are no spin 2 particles possible within the same
superamplitude. Now if lines i and j are non-adjacent, (3.16) has a pole in the ij-momentum
channel. This is unphysical because the amplitude is color-ordered. If the ij are adjacent,
then (3.16) 〈ij〉 already appears in the cyclic product of angle brackets, and hence there is a
double-pole in the ij-momentum channel; this is also unphysical. We conclude that FN=5n,ij (or
FN>4n,ij ) does not encode sensible tree amplitudes of a local non-gravitational field theory.
In supergravity, N can take a larger range of values; we will discuss briefly the 0 ≤ N ≤ 8
supergravity superamplitudes in section 8.
4 Super-BCFW
The super-BCFW shift, introduced for the maximally supersymmetric theories N = 4 SYM
(and N = 8 supergravity) in [9, 10] is6
N = 4 SYM: |Iˆ] = |I] + z |J ] , |Jˆ〉 = |J〉 − z |I〉 ,
ηˆIa = ηIa + zηJa for a = 1, 2, 3, 4 . (4.1)
Under this shift, the tree level N = 4 superamplitudes behave as
AN=4n ∼ 1/z as z →∞ (4.2)
when lines I and J are adjacent, and as 1/z2 when they are non-adjacent.
The large-z falloff implies a set of valid recursion relations for superamplitudes. These
recursion relations were solved in [11] to yield dual superconformal invariant expressions for
any tree-level NKMHV superamplitudes of N = 4 SYM. This includes the N = 4 NMHV
superamplitude expressions used in section 3.2.
In this section, we generalize the super-BCFW shift to N < 4 SYM and discuss its validity.
When valid, the super-BCFW recursion relations can be solved just as in N = 4 SYM; however,
as we have shown how to truncate the N = 4 SYM tree results to N < 4 SYM, there is no
need to pursue this direction. The important outcome of this section therefore is to characterize
when the super-BCFW shifts have large-z falloff and when that fails. This will have influence
of the 1-loop structure of the amplitudes, as we discuss in section 5.
We work in the Φ-Ψ formalism. To be specific, we specialize to N = 1 SYM, but our
discussion and results generalize directly to N = 2 and N = 3. Consider a [I, J〉 super-BCFW
shift
|Iˆ] = |I] + z |J ] , |Jˆ〉 = |J〉 − z |I〉 , ηˆI = ηI + zηJ . (4.3)
6There is also a super-shift relevant for the MHV vertex expansion, see [53].
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All other spinors and η’s are unshifted. By construction, the shift (4.3) leaves the Grassmann
δ-function δ(2)(Q˜) invariant. It only takes a moment of inspection to realize that the MHV
amplitude (3.4) behaves as
[Ψ,Ψ〉 [Φ,Φ〉 [Ψ,Φ〉 [Φ,Ψ〉
1/z 1/z 1/z z2
(4.4)
for large z under the adjacent super-BCFW shift (4.3). We have indicated to which sectors the
two shifted lines belong. For shifts of non-adjacent lines, the falloff is a factor of 1/z better
than in (4.4).7
The large-z behavior (4.4) is valid also for NKMHV tree superamplitudes. To show this,
consider a general NKMHV superamplitude of N = 1 SYM; it has (K+2) Ψ-lines and the
(n−K−2) Φ-lines. The N = 1 superamplitude Fn is obtained from that of N = 4 SYM as
Fn =
[ ∫ ( 4∏
a=2
∏
x∈Ψ
dηxa
)
AN=4n
]
ηy2,ηy3,ηy4→0 for y∈Φ
. (4.5)
The truncation rule ηy2, ηy3, ηy4 → 0 for y ∈ Φ can be converted an Grassmann integration by
integrating over all η2,3,4’s with a ‘measure’ containing the product of all ηya’s for a = 2, 3, 4:
Fn =
∫ ( 4∏
a=2
n∏
i=1
dηia
∏
y∈Φ
ηya
)
AN=4n . (4.6)
When we apply the N = 1 supershift (4.3), it only acts on ηI1 in AN=4n , i.e. the shifted
superamplitude AN=4n depends on ηˆI1 = ηI1 + zηJ1 and on ηIa for a = 2, 3, 4. To use the result
(4.2) for the large-z falloff of AN=4n , we need all four ηIa to be shifted. To accomplish this, we
redefine for a = 2, 3, 4 the integration variables as
ηIa → η˜Ia − zη˜Ja , and ηia → η˜ia for all i 6= I . (4.7)
The Jacobian is 1, so we can write the shifted N = 1 superamplitude
Fˆn(z) =
∫ ( 4∏
a=2
n∏
i=1
dη˜ia mˆa
)
AˆN=4n (z) , with mˆa =
∏
y∈Φ
ηya(η˜ia) . (4.8)
Note thatˆon F indicates the N = 1 supershift (4.3) whileˆon AˆN=4n refers to a full N = 4
supershift (4.1), thanks to the coordinate transformation in the integral. We already know that
for large z, AˆN=4n (z) goes as 1/z (or better), so the only way the large-z behavior of Fˆn(z) can
differ is if the ‘measure’-factor mˆa shifts. Let us go through the four different shifts and track
the large-z behavior:
• [Ψ,Ψ〉 and [Ψ,Φ〉: when I /∈ Φ, all ηya(η˜ia) = η˜ya; they are z-independent, so mˆa ∼ O(1)
for large z.
• [Φ,Φ〉: when I, J ∈ Φ, the factor mˆa contains both ηIa and ηJa. Their product is
(η˜Ia − zη˜Ja) η˜Ja = η˜Ia η˜Ja, so mˆa ∼ O(1) for large z.
7Note that the behavior mimics that of gluon amplitudes under regular BCFW [±,±〉 and [∓,±〉 shifts, with
only a small improvement z3 → z2 thanks to the N=1 supershift.
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• [Φ,Ψ〉: in this case I ∈ Φ, and hence mˆa contains a factor of ηIa → (η˜Ia − zη˜Ja). But
there is no factor of η˜Ja in mˆa because J ∈ Ψ, so we conclude that mˆa ∼ z for large z.
The three factors a = 2, 3, 4 of mˆa thus give a large z behavior of z
3.
Together with the result (4.2) that AˆN=4n (z) ∼ 1/z for large z for a shift of adjacent lines,
we conclude that (4.4) indeed holds for all N = 1 superamplitudes. The generalization of this
result to N = 2, 3 follows from a similar argument, but with 4−N factors in the Grassmann
integration. The general result can be summarized as
[Ψ,Ψ〉 [Φ,Φ〉 [Ψ,Φ〉 [Φ,Ψ〉
1/z 1/z 1/z z3−N
(4.9)
This is valid for all pure SYM NKMHV superamplitudes at the tree level with N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4.
5 Bubble contributions to 1-loop amplitudes
The relationship between amplitudes in N < 4 SYM and N = 4 SYM is not as straightforward
at loop-level as it is at tree level. We remarked earlier that N < 4 super-sum results can
be obtained from N = 4 super-sums [27], but a non-trivial task is then to keep track of the
relative signs of each contribution. It is more direct to use the N < 4 tree superamplitudes to
construct the loops. We illustrate this here by evaluating explicitly the bubble contributions
to 1-loop amplitudes in pure N = 1, 2 SYM.
In four dimensions, the 1-loop amplitudes can be expanded as [41]
A1−loop =
∑
i
CiboxI
i
box +
∑
i
CitriangleI
i
triangle +
∑
i
CibubbleI
i
bubble + rationals . (5.1)
The amplitudes of SYM theories are cut constructible at 1-loop [42]: there are no rational terms
and the four dimensional cuts determine the full amplitude. The coefficients Cp’s are rational
functions of kinematical invariants. A box coefficient Cbox is the product of four on-shell tree
amplitudes with the intermediate state sum carried out suitably. Triangle coefficients Ctriangle
and bubble coefficients Cbubble can be determined as the “pole at infinity” of the products of
three and two on-shell amplitudes, respectively [43, 9].
The integrals Iip in (5.1) are scalar integrals of box, triangle and bubble scalar diagrams.
Among these, only the bubble integrals have UV divergences, and hence the bubble coefficients
carry information about the 1-loop beta-function [43, 9, 54]. We discuss this in section 5.4.
Accordingly, bubbles (as well as triangles and rationals) are absent in N = 4 SYM, but they
yield non-vanishing contributions to the 1-loop amplitudes in N = 0, 1, 2 SYM. Our purpose
here is to clarify the structure of these bubble contributions and compute them explicitly using
the tools we have developed in the previous sections.
5.1 Which bubble coefficients contribute?
Consider the 2-line cut of a 1-loop amplitude in figure 1. It was shown in [9] that the corre-
sponding bubble coefficient can be calculated as8
C
(L,R)
bubble =
1
(2pii)2
∫
dLIPS[`1, `2]
∫
C
dz
z
∑
state sum
AˆtreeL
(|ˆ`1〉, |ˆ`2]) AˆtreeR (|ˆ`1〉, |ˆ`2]) , (5.2)
8We have fixed the normalization in (5.2) by requiring that the bubble coefficient is 1 when evaluated for a
4-point 1-loop amplitudes in color-ordered φ4-theory; see footnote 14.
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L R
ΨjΨi
`1
`2
s
r − 1
s− 1
r
Figure 1: Example of 1-loop double cut.
(a)
L R
(b)
L R + L R
Ψi
Ψj
Φ−`1
Φ`2
Ψ`1
Ψ−`2
ΨjΨi
Ψ−`1
Φ`2
Φ`1
Ψ−`2
Ψi Ψj
Φ−`1
Ψ`2
Ψ`1
Φ−`2
Figure 2: Two different “bubble cuts” of a 1-loop MHV superamplitude.
where dLIPS= d4`1d
4`2 δ
(+)(`21) δ
(+)(`22) δ
4(`1 − `2 − P ) and P is the momentum going out of
the left subamplitude. The contour is around the pole at infinity and the z-dependence in
the two on-shell tree subamplitudes is exactly that of a BCFW [`2, `1〉-shift. The z-integral
picks out the O(1)-term of the large-z expansion of the shifted product AˆLAˆR. In the on-shell
superspace formulation, the amplitudes are promoted to superamplitudes and the state sum
becomes a Grassmann integral:
C
(L,R)
bubble = −
1
2pii
∫
dLIPS[l1, l2]
[
Ŝ (L,R)n,ij
]
O(1) as z→∞
, (5.3)
where Ŝ(L,R)n,ij denotes the [`2, `1〉-shift of the state sum
S(L,R)n,ij ≡
∑
state sum
ALAR =
∫
dN η`1d
N η`2 AtreeL AtreeR . (5.4)
Changing integration variables in this integral converts the ordinary BCFW-shift acting
on the amplitudes to a super-BCFW shift.9 Thus the large-z behavior of superamplitudes
under super-BCFW shifts have direct implications for the bubbles — and hence potential UV
divergences — of 1-loop amplitudes. For example, the large-z falloff of all tree superamplitudes
of N = 4 SYM and N = 8 supergravity was used in [9] to show that there are no bubble
contributions in these theories (see also [55]). Here we will use our results for the large-z
behavior of super-BCFW shifts to establish which bubble coefficients vanish and which ones
contribute in N = 1, 2 SYM.
We use the Φ-Ψ formulation of the on-shell superspace for N < 4 SYM. For MHV 1-loop
amplitudes F1-loopn,ij , there are two different types of bubbles, depending on whether the two
external Ψ-states i and j belong to the same subamplitudes or not; the two cases are shown
in figure 2. In cuts of type (a), the super-BCFW shifts acting on the subamplitudes will be of
type [Φ,Φ〉 or [Ψ,Ψ〉 under which we have shown in (4.9) that any 0 ≤ N ≤ 4 superamplitude
9The Jacobian is 1 for this change of Grassmann integration variables.
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falls off as 1/z for large z. So
Ŝ [Cut (a)]n,ij ∼
1
z
× 1
z
∼ 1
z2
as z →∞ , (5.5)
and hence the corresponding bubble coefficients vanish.
On the other hand, the cuts of type (b) in figure 2 always involve a shift that acts as [Ψ,Φ〉
on one subamplitude and as [Φ,Ψ〉 on the other. When the internal lines are adjacent,10 the
result (4.9) gives
Ŝ [Cut (b)]n,ij ∼
1
z
× z3−N ∼ z2−N as z →∞ . (5.6)
We note immediately that there are no bubble contributions for N = 3, 4; of course this is
what we expected. The large z-behavior indicates that there can be non-vanishing O(1)-terms
and hence bubble contributions for N = 0, 1, 2. We now verify this by explicitly carrying out
the intermediate state sum and then check the BCFW-shifts.
5.2 Intermediate state sums
Let us start with N = 1 SYM. In all three diagrams of figure 2, the product of superamplitudes
involves δ(2)(L)δ(2)(R), which must be integrated over the internal Grassmann variables. We
have
δ(2)(L) = δ2
( ∑
ext L
|λ〉ηλ + |`2〉η`2 − |`1〉η`1
)
, δ(2)(R) = δ2
( ∑
ext R
|λ〉ηλ − |`2〉η`2 + |`1〉η`1
)
,
(5.7)
so ∫
dη`1 dη`2 δ
(2)(L) δ(2)(R) =
∫
dη`1 dη`2 δ
(2)(L+R) δ(2)(R)
= δ(2)(ext)
∫
dη`1 dη`2
(
− 〈`1`2〉η`1η`2 + . . .
)
= δ(2)(ext) 〈`1`2〉 . (5.8)
The cases (a) and (b) in figure 2 yield different results due to the different prefactors of the
intermediate state sums. Case (a) gives11
N = 1: S [Cut (a)]n,ij =
∫
dη`1dη`2 AL(Ψi . . .Ψj . . .Φ−`1Φ`2) AR(. . .Ψ−`2Ψ`1)
=
〈ij〉3〈−`2, `1〉3
cyc(L)cyc(R)
∫
dη`1 dη`2 δ
(2)(L) δ(2)(R)
=
〈ij〉3〈`1`2〉4
cyc(L)cyc(R)
δ(2)(ext) , (5.9)
10In non-planar amplitudes, one or more external legs can enter between the internal lines. Then the falloff
(5.5) can be improved to z1−N or z−N , indicating a better UV behavior of 1/N -subleading contributions to
1-loop amplitudes in SYM.
11The overall signs, and the relative sign in case (b), are justified in appendix B using the proper trunction of
the N = 4 state sum. The result can also be verified by direct calculation.
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and cut (b) gives
N = 1: S [Cut (b)]n,ij =
∫
dη`1dη`2 AL(Ψi . . . . . .Ψ−`1Φ`2) AR(. . .Ψj . . .Ψ−`2Φ`1)
+
∫
dη`1dη`2 AL(Ψi . . . . . .Φ−`1Ψ`2) AR(. . .Φ−`2Ψ`1 . . .Ψj)
=
(〈i `1〉3〈j `2〉3 − 〈i `2〉3〈j `1〉3)〈`1`2〉
cyc(L)cyc(R)
δ(2)(ext) . (5.10)
To test the results, let us assume that all external particles are gluons, with i and j the
only ones with negative helicity. In (a), only a gluon can run in the loop, and it contributes
〈ij〉4〈`1`2〉4. This matches the result (5.9) after the external gluons are projected out12 with
−∂i∂j , giving a factor 〈ij〉. In the first diagram for case (b), a gluon running in the loop gives
〈`1i〉4〈`2j〉4 while a gluino gives (−1)〈i`1〉3〈i`2〉〈j`2〉3〈j`1〉 (the (−1) is from the fermion loop).
The sum of the two contributions Schouten to 〈i`1〉3〈j`2〉3〈`1`2〉〈ij〉 which matches the first
term in (5.10) after extracting 〈ij〉 from δ(2)(ext). A similar test of the second diagram of case
(b) verifies the 2nd term in (5.10), including signs.
If we carry out the same state sums inN = 2 SYM, the η-integrals produce−〈`1`2〉2δ(4)(ext).
The result for the (b)-cut is then
N = 2: S [Cut (b)]n,ij = −
(〈i `1〉2〈j `2〉2 + 〈i `2〉2〈j `1〉2)〈`1`2〉2
cyc(L)cyc(R)
δ(4)(ext) . (5.11)
Let us finally check the N = 3 version:
N = 3: S [Cut (b)]n,ij = −
(〈i `1〉〈j `2〉 − 〈i `2〉〈j `1〉)〈`1`2〉3
cyc(L)cyc(R)
δ(6)(ext) =
〈i j〉〈`1`2〉4
cyc(L)cyc(R)
δ(6)(ext) .
(5.12)
This is equivalent to the N = 4 SYM cut assuming that the external states i and j both carry
SU(4) index 4; this assumption allows one to pull out 〈ij〉 from δ(8)(ext) leaving δ(6)(ext).
We can summarize the result for cut (b) into one formula for N -fold SYM
S [Cut (b)]n,ij =
[(〈i `1〉〈j `2〉)4−N + (〈`2 i〉〈j `1〉)4−N ]〈`1`2〉N
cyc(L)cyc(R)
δ(2N )(ext) . (5.13)
Let us now assume, as in figure 1, that the lines `1 and `2 are adjacent. We label the four
external lines adjacent to the internal lines by r − 1, r, s − 1, s. The state sum can then be
written
S [Cut (b)]n,ij = −Atreen,ij
〈s− 1, s〉〈r − 1, r〉
[(〈i `1〉〈j `2〉)4−N + (〈`2 i〉〈j `1〉)4−N ]
〈`1`2〉2−N 〈ij〉4−N 〈r `2〉〈s− 1 `1〉〈s `1〉〈r − 1 `2〉
. (5.14)
This formula is valid for N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4.
Let us now consider the large-z behavior under a BCFW [`2, `1〉-shift. We refer to (5.13)
or (5.14), and note that exactly two of the angle brackets in the denominator shift. The
numerators are unshifted for N = 3, 4 (see (5.12)), so the large-z behavior is 1/z2. Note that
for N = 3 this is one power better than indicated by the super-shift argument (5.6). This is due
12The signs in the N = 1, 3 projection rules were discussed in section 3.1.
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to the cancellation between the contributions of the two diagrams of case (b) in figure 2; such
a cancellation had to take place because the N = 3 and N = 4 formulations are equivalent.
Applying the [`2, `1〉-shift to (5.14) for N = 1, one finds that the leading O(z) terms
predicted by (5.6) cancel between the two numerator terms; this is a cancellation between the
two diagrams in figure 2. After use of the Schouten identity, the result for the O(1) terms of
N = 1 and N = 2 can be brought to the same form, namely
N = 1, 2 :
Ŝ [Cut (b)]n,ij
∣∣∣
O(1)
= −(4−N )Atreen,ij
〈s− 1, s〉〈r − 1, r〉
〈ij〉2
〈i`2〉2〈j`2〉2
〈r − 1 `2〉〈r `2〉〈s− 1 `2〉〈s `2〉 . (5.15)
For N = 0, the O(1)-term takes a more complicated form which can be found in [9]. Our next
task is to evaluate the dLIPS integral (5.3) of (5.15) in order to find explicit results for the
bubble coefficients.
5.3 Evaluation of the bubble cuts in N = 1, 2 SYM
Let us now turn to the evaluation of the non-vanishing bubble coefficients in pure N = 1, 2
SYM. Following earlier work (see for example [56, 57, 9, 58]) the dLIPS integral of the bubble
coefficient (5.3) can be rewritten as∫
dLIPS[`1, `2] (•) = P 2
∫
λ˜=λ¯
〈λ, dλ〉[λ˜, dλ˜]
〈λ|P |λ˜]2 (•) . (5.16)
To obtain this form, `1 has been eliminated via momentum conservation, `1 = P + `2, where
P is the sum of external momenta going out of AL, and `2 ∝ λλ˜ [9, 57].
We have already established that only (b)-cuts give non-vanishing bubble coefficients. It is
clear from (5.15) that the N = 1, 2 integrand (•) of (5.16) is a rational function g = g(λ) of
angle brackets 〈xλ〉 with x being various external lines.13 Following [56, 57], we now write (in
our conventions)∫
[λ˜, dλ˜]
〈λ|P |λ˜]2 g(λ) =
2pi[λ˜, η]
〈λ|P |λ˜]
{
− δ¯([η|P |λ〉) g(λ) + 1〈λ|P |η] ∑
k
δ¯
(〈k, λ〉) g(λ) 〈k, λ〉} , (5.17)
where we have dropped a total derivative term. η is an arbitrary reference spinor, the sum is
over the simple poles k of g, and we have used
dλ˜α
∂
∂λ˜α
1
〈λ, x〉 = 2piδ¯
(〈λ, x〉) , with ∫ 〈λ, dλ〉 δ¯(〈λ, x〉) f(λ) = −if(x). (5.18)
Carrying out the 〈λ, dλ〉-integral, we find∫
dLIPS[`1, `2] (•) = P 2
∫
λ˜=λ¯
〈λ, dλ〉[λ˜, dλ˜]
〈λ|P |λ˜]2 g(λ)
= −2pii
{
g(λP ) + P
2
∑
k
[k η]
〈k|P |k]〈k|P |η]
(
g(λ) 〈k λ〉
)∣∣∣
λ=k
}
. (5.19)
13This is different from the N = 0 case [9] where the state sum does not cancel a denominator factor of 〈`1`2〉2;
thus in N = 0, the integrand has an extra factor of 〈λ|P |λ˜]−2. Consequently, we follow [57] instead of [9] when
we evaluate (5.16).
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where λP = P |η]. The sum on the RHS of (5.20) runs over the simple poles of g(λ).14
We can now evaluate the dLIPS integral in (5.3) to find the value of the bubble coefficient.
We use Ŝ [Cut (b)]n,ij
∣∣∣
O(1)
from (5.15) in place of (•) in (5.19), and the result is that in pure N = 1, 2
SYM the bubble coefficients are
C
(L,R)
bubble = − (4−N )Atreen,ij
[
g(λP ) + P
2
∑
k
[k η]
〈k|P |k]〈k|P |η]
(
g(λ) 〈k λ〉
)∣∣∣
λ=k
]
, (5.20)
with
g(λ) =
〈s− 1, s〉〈r − 1, r〉
〈ij〉2
〈iλ〉2〈jλ〉2
〈r − 1λ〉〈r λ〉〈s− 1λ〉〈s λ〉 . (5.21)
The result (5.20) makes it very easy to obtain the bubble coefficients in pure N = 1, 2 SYM.
We now focus on the 4-point bubbles in pure N = 1, 2 SYM. We have to consider two cases,
depending on whether the external Ψ-states are adjacent or non-adjacent.
Adjacent case 〈Φ1Φ2Ψ3Ψ4〉
There is only one cut that separates the external Ψ-states, namely the 23-channel cut, and this
corresponds to r = 2 and s = 4 in (5.21). Here i = 3 and j = 4, so we have
g(λ) =
〈34〉〈12〉
〈34〉2
〈3λ〉〈4λ〉
〈1λ〉〈2λ〉 . (5.22)
We choose η = 1 in (5.20). Since P = 2+3, we have λP = (p2 +p3)|1] = −|4〉[41], so g(λP ) = 0.
The sum in (5.20) is over k = 1, 2, but the summand vanishes for k = 1 because η = 1. Hence
the only non-vanishing contribution is from k = 2 and it gives
C
(23,41)
bubble = −(4−N )Atree4,34 〈23〉[23]
〈34〉〈12〉
〈34〉2
[21]〈32〉〈42〉
〈2|3|2]〈2|3|1]〈12〉 = − (4−N )A
tree
4,34 .
Non-adjacent case 〈Φ1Ψ2Φ3Ψ4〉
Now i = 2 and j = 4, so there are two contributing cuts, namely
1. 23-channel: r = 2, s = 4; P = 2 + 3 ,
2. 12-channel: r = 1, s = 3; P = 1 + 2 ,
Eq. (5.21) gives
g1(λ) =
〈12〉〈34〉
〈24〉2
〈2λ〉〈4λ〉
〈1λ〉〈3λ〉 , g2(λ) =
〈23〉〈41〉
〈24〉2
〈2λ〉〈4λ〉
〈1λ〉〈3λ〉 . (5.23)
Use (5.20) with η = 1 to find
C
(23,41)
bubble = −(4−N )Atree4,24
〈12〉〈34〉
〈13〉〈24〉 , C
(12,34)
bubble = −(4−N )Atree4,24
〈14〉〈23〉
〈13〉〈24〉 (5.24)
Note that their sum is C
(23,41)
bubble + C
(12,34)
bubble = −(4−N )Atree4,24.
14The manipulations carried out here are also valid for 4-point 1-loop amplitudes in Trφ4-theory. The scalars
are taken to be in the adjoint of some gauge group so we can consider color-ordered amplitudes. For φ4-theory
g(λ) = 1, and then (5.19) gives C
(L,R)
bubble = 1 as needed. We used this to fix the normalization (5.2).
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5.4 Bubbles and the 1-loop β-function coefficient
The bubble contribution to the 1-loop amplitudes is
∑
CibubbleI
i
bubble. At leading order in
dimensional regularization, the bubble integral is
Iibubble =
1
(4pi)2
1

+O(1) . (5.25)
The coefficient of the 1/ term in the amplitude is thus the sum of the bubble coefficients.15
For 1-loop 4-point superamplitudes A1-loopn,ij in pure N = 1, 2 SYM, we found above that∑
Cbubble = − (N − 4)Atree4,ij = − β0Atree4,ij . (5.26)
Here we have introduced the 1-loop β-function coefficient β0 defined by
µ
dg
dµ
= β(g) = − β0
(4pi)2
g3 + . . . (5.27)
For pure N = 0, 1, 2 SYM, β0 = 11/3, 3 and 2, respectively. It was shown in the [9] that the
result
∑
Cbubble = − β0Atree4,ij also holds for 4-point amplitudes in N = 0 SYM.
The minus sign in (5.26) arises as follows. The bubble contribution 1
(4pi)2
∑
Cbubble does
not capture the full UV divergence: it misses the UV divergences from bubbles on the external
lines. In dimensional regularization, the UV divergences of bubbles on the external lines are
precisely canceled by the collinear IR divergences. Thus
UV-div. =
(∑
CbubbleIbubble
)
UV
+ UVext. bubbles =
(∑
CbubbleIbubble
)
UV
− IRcollinear .
For an n-gluon 1-loop amplitude the collinear IR divergences take the form [59]
IRcollinear: A
1-loop
n,collinear = −
g2
(4pi)2
1

n
2
β0A
tree
n . (5.28)
At leading order in → 0, the UV divergence is [59]
UV-div.: A1-loopn,UV = +
g2
(4pi)2
1

(
n
2 − 1
)
β0A
tree
n . (5.29)
At MHV level, these relations generalize to superamplitudes in pure N = 1, 2 SYM, and adding
(5.28) and (5.29) we have ∑
Cbubble = −β0Atreen,ij (5.30)
for all n. It is quite non-trivial from the point of view of the on-shell cut-construction of the
bubble coefficients that (5.30) should hold. It was established in [41] for bubbles of MHV
amplitudes with an N = 1 chiral multiplet in the loop, and for 4-point amplitudes in pure
YM theory in [9] and YM theory with matter in [54]. Here we have verified the result (5.30)
for 4-point amplitudes of pure N = 1, 2 SYM in a manifestly supersymmetric way using the
on-shell superfield formalism.
15The amplitude also has (log sI)/ terms arising from the expansion of the soft IR divergences (−sI)−/2,
where sI are Mandelstam variables. These do not interfere with the 1/-terms discussed here.
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6 Solution to the SUSY Ward identities in N < 4 SYM
It has recently been shown [28] that the on-shell SUSY Ward identities in N = 4 SYM have
a simple solution which presents the NKMHV superamplitude as a sum of SUSY and R-
symmetry invariant Grassmann polynomials. Each invariant polynomial is multiplied by a
basis amplitude; the number of algebraically independent basis amplitudes needed to determine
an NKMHV superamplitude is given by the dimension of the irrep of SU(n− 4) corresponding
to the rectangular 4-by-K Young diagram. Moreover, the basis amplitudes are characterized
precisely by the semi-standard tableaux of this Young diagram. The solutions to the SUSY
Ward identities in N = 4 SYM and N = 8 supergravity and their applications are reviewed
[29]. In this section, we show that the solution from maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory is easily generalized to N < 4 SYM.
At the level of superamplitudes, the SUSY Ward identities are equivalent to the statement
that the SUSY charges ( denote arbitrary Grassmann-odd spinors)
Qa =
n∑
i=1
[ i]
∂
∂ηia
, Q˜a =
n∑
i=1
〈 i〉 ηia , for a = 1, 2, . . . ,N (6.1)
annihilate the superamplitude, QaF = Q˜aF = 0. Here we have specialized to the Φ-Ψ formu-
lation of the on-shell superspace. Both constraints are solved by the δ(2N )-function, provided
momentum conservation is enforced, so the MHV superamplitudes FNn,ij in (3.5) are manifestly
supersymmetric. The NKMHV superamplitudes have Grassmann degree N (K + 2), so if they
are written with an overall factor of δ(2N ), then the Q˜a SUSY Ward identities are satisfied,
and one must then just ensure that the order NK polynomial multiplying δ(2N ) is annihilated
by Qa.
Rather than deriving the most general solution, we simply illustrate the procedure in the
simple case of the NMHV sector of N = 1 SYM. Let lines u, v and w be the Ψ-sector states.
We then write the NMHV superamplitude of N = 1 SYM as
Fn,uvw = δ(2)(Q˜)
n∑
i=1
fi ηi = − 1〈vw〉δ
(2)(Q˜)
∑
i 6=v,w
ci ηi . (6.2)
In the second equality we have used the δ-function to eliminate ηv and ηw from the sum and
included a convenient normalization factor −〈vw〉−1. The coefficients ci can be written in terms
of the fi, but their specific relationship is not needed in the following.
The requirement QaFn,uvw = 0 now turns into the condition
∑
i 6=v,w
[ i] ci = 0 −→
{
[r s] cs +
∑
i 6=v,w,r,s[r i] ci = 0
[s r] cr +
∑
i 6=v,w,r,s[s i] ci = 0
(6.3)
We have selected two lines r, s 6= u, v, w, and used  = r, s to extract the two conditions that
are now used to eliminate cr and cs from (6.2). The result is
Fn,uvw = − 1〈vw〉[rs]δ
(2)(Q˜)
∑
i 6=v,w
cimrsi (6.4)
where
mrsi = [rs] ηi + [s i] ηr + [i r] ηs . (6.5)
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Note that Q˜mrsi = 0 thanks to the Schouten identity. The polynomial mrsi is familiar from
the 3-point anti-MHV superamplitudes.
Now the final step is to identify the ci as basis amplitudes for the superamplitude Fn,uvw.
Let us project out negative helicity gluons on lines v and w; this amounts to applying −∂v∂w
to Fn,uvw. The derivatives only hit δ(2) and the result is a factor −〈vw〉 that cancels the same
factor in the denominator in (6.4). We need to apply one more ∂ to extract a component
amplitude. There are two options: 1) applying ∂u is equivalent to taking state u to be a
negative helicity gluon. The derivative produces a factor [rs] from mrsu so the result is
cu ∼ 〈. . .−u . . .−v . . .−w . . .〉 (6.6)
where dots “. . . ” stand for positive helicity gluons. The other option is 2) applying ∂k for
k 6= u, v, w, r, s. This designates k as a positive helicity gluino and forces u to be negative
helicity gluino; hence
ck ∼ 〈λ+k . . . λ−u . . .−v . . .−w . . .〉 for k 6= u, v, w, r, s (6.7)
We use ∼ here to indicate that minus signs arise when the derivative ∂k is required to move
past an odd number of Ψ states. Also, the position of λ+k is only indicated schematically and
depends on the value of k relative to u, v, w.
With ci’s identified in (6.6) and (6.7), the result (6.4) is then our manifestly supersymmetric
N = 1 NMHV superamplitude. The basis amplitudes are the n−5 gluino amplitudes (6.7) and
the pure gluon amplitude (6.6). This is a total of n−4 basis amplitudes. For n = 6 this is the
familiar result of [2, 45] that 2 basis amplitudes are required to determine all amplitudes in
each of the 3 NMHV sectors. Our basis here is different from that of [2, 45]; we made choices
above that fixed our basis. For example, we selected to eliminate ηv and ηw and this fixed the
states v and w to be negative helicity gluons. If we had chosen to eliminate the η of a Φ state
instead, then that line would have been fixed to be a positive helicity gluino. The choices that
lead to (6.4) are equivalent to those made in the N = 4 SYM analysis of [28, 29], so indeed we
could just have carried out the truncation procedure of the N = 4 result. We found it useful
to carry out the analysis here to illustrate it in the much simpler context of N = 1 SYM.
Going beyond NMHV is easy inN = 1 SYM. Now one needs a polynomial∑ c{ik}ηi1 . . . ηiK .
The coefficients c{ik} are fully anti-symmetric in the indices {ik}. As above, Q˜-SUSY allow
us to fix two Ψ states to be negative helicity gluons and Q-SUSY can fix two Φ-states to be
positive helicity gluons. The remaining n−4 states are K Ψ states and n−4−K Φ states. The
algebraic basis consists of amplitudes with m pairs λ+λ− on the n−4 unfixed lines. There are(
K
m
)
ways to choose the position of the m λ−’s and
(
n−4−K
m
)
ways to choose the position of
the m λ+’s. m = 0 is the unique16 pure gluon amplitude and we can maximally have K pairs
λ+λ−; hence the total number of NKMHV basis amplitudes is
K∑
m=0
(
K
m
)(
n− 4−K
m
)
=
(
n− 4
K
)
. (6.8)
This number is also the dimension of the fully anti-symmetric irrep of SU(n−4), whose Young
diagram is rectangular 1-by-K.
For N = 2 the analysis can be carried out similarly, now also incorporating the SU(2)
R-symmetry. For N = 3 the analysis is completely analogue, and once all possible positions of
the Ψ-states are considered the result should be equivalent to the N = 4 SYM result.
16Recall that the Ψ-states are fixed.
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7 Spinor helicity and SYM amplitude in 6d
The recently developed 6d spinor helicity formalism [46, 47] can be combined with 6d on-shell
superfield formalism to encode amplitudes of 6d pure SYM into superamplitudes [48]. Breaking
the manifest 6d Lorentz invariance allows us to find a direct connection between the 6d and
4d superamplitudes. More precisely, the amplitudes of N = 4 SYM away from the origin of
moduli space (Coulomb branch) are obtained by interpreting the extra components of the 6d
momenta as 4d masses. This approach has been utilized to obtain the massively regulated 4d
N = 4 SYM loop amplitude from that of the 6d N = (1, 1) SYM theory [23, 60]. Setting the
extra components to zero one obtains the 4d massless amplitude in a non-chiral formulation.
In this section we will demonstrate that the non-chiral formulation in 4d implies non-trivial
relations between NKMHV amplitudes of different K. Furthermore, we can truncate the 6d
theory to N = (1, 0) SYM, and from this obtain the N = 2 SYM amplitudes in 4d. We provide
the detailed connection between the 6d and 4d superspace in this section.
7.1 Spinor helicity in 6d and maximal SYM
We briefly outline needed aspects of the 6d spinor helicity formalism [46, 47]. In six dimensions,
the massless Dirac equation reads
pABλ
Ba = 0 , pABλ˜Ba˙ = 0 , (7.1)
with pAB ≡ pµσµAB and pAB ≡ pµσ˜ABµ . The σ’s are the 6d Pauli matrices with indices A,B, .. =
1, 2, 3, 4 of Spin(1, 5) ∼ SU∗(4).17 The Pauli matrices are chosen such that they coincide with
our usual 4d γ-matrices for µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, and an explicit form can be found in [46]. The two
representations are related by piAB =
1
2ABCDp
CD
i , and the null vector condition is simply
pABpAB ∝ p2 = 0. The Dirac equation has two independent solutions labelled by indices
a = 1, 2 and a˙ = 1, 2 of the little group SO(4) ∼ SU(2) × SU(2).18 The null momentum can
be expressed as bi-spinors, viz.
pABi = λ
Aa
i abλ
Bb
i , piAB = λ˜iAa˙ 
a˙b˙λ˜iBb˙ . (7.2)
Further details of the six-dimensional spinor helicity formalism can be found in ref. [23, 46].
Maximal super Yang-Mills in 6d has N = (1, 1) supersymmetry. The on-shell supermul-
tiplet contains gluons with four polarization states ga a˙, four scalars (φ, φ
′, φ′′, φ′′′), and eight
fermions (ψa˙, ψ˜a˙, χa, χ˜a). These states can be encoded compactly in a single superwavefunction
using two sets of anticommuting Grassmann variables ξa and ξ˜
a˙ which carry the little group
indices. As opposed to their 4d equivalents, ξa and ξ˜
a˙ do not carry SU(2)×SU(2) R-symmetry
indices; they are chosen to make the little group manifest instead of the R-symmetry [48]. The
superwavefunction takes the form
Φ6d(ξ, ξ˜) = φ+ χ
aξa + φ
′(ξ)2 + ψa˙ξ˜a˙ + ga a˙ξaξ˜a˙ + ψ˜a˙(ξ)2ξ˜a˙
+ φ′′(ξ˜)2 + χ˜aξa(ξ˜)2 + φ′′′(ξ)2(ξ˜)2 , (7.3)
where ξ2 = 12ξ
aξa = ξ2ξ1 and ξ˜
2 = 12 ξ˜a˙ξ˜
a˙ = ξ˜1˙ξ˜2˙. We raise or lower the indices as ξa = abξb
and ξ˜a˙ = a˙b˙ξ
b˙.
17Here the ∗ means it is pseudoreal, where the reality condition is defined using the SU(2) little group, i.e.
they are “SU(2)-Majorana” spinors [61].
18The little group indices are raised and lowered by ab and 
a˙b˙ as λa = abλ
b and λ˜a˙ = a˙b˙λ˜b˙ with 12 = −1,
12 = 1.
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The SUSY charges, or supermomenta, take the form
qAi = λ
Aa
i ξia, q˜iA = λ˜iAa˙ξ˜
a˙
i . (7.4)
The four- and five-point amplitudes are then given by (δ6(
∑
p) is implicit)
N = (1, 1) : M4 = − i δ
(4)(
∑
q) δ(4)(
∑
q˜)
st
(7.5)
N = (1, 1) : M5 = iδ
(4)(
∑
q) δ(4)(
∑
q˜)
s12s23s34s45s51
{
q1(6p2 6p3 6p4 6p5)q˜1 + cyclic
+
1
2
[
∆12 + ∆34 + ∆45 + ∆35 + c.c.
]}
, (7.6)
where δ(4)(
∑
q) = 14!ABCD(
∑
qA)(
∑
qB)(
∑
qC)(
∑
qD), and similarly for q˜. For n = 5 we
have introduced ∆ij ≡ qi(6pj 6pj+1 6pj+2 6pj+3−6pj 6pj+3 6pj+2 6pj+1 )q˜j . The 3-point superamplitudes
require additional bosonic variables due to the special kinematics [46, 23].
For higher point amplitudes, we simply note the structure of the supermomentum q, q˜. The
Grassmann degree of the n-point amplitude can be deduced by the requirement of R-invariance.
The generators of the U(1)× U(1) subgroup of SU(2)× SU(2) R-symmetry takes the form
JU(1) =
∑
i
(
ξia
∂
∂ξia
− 1
)
, J˜U(1) =
∑
i
(
ξ˜ia˙
∂
∂ξ˜ia˙
− 1
)
. (7.7)
These generators can be derived by considering the twistor representation of the N = (1, 0)
superconformal group OSp∗(8|2).19 The constant piece in the generators can be checked by
anticommuting the supersymmetry and conformal supersymmetry generators; details of these
generators are given in [49]. R-invariance of the n-point amplitude requires it to be of degree
(n, n) in (q, q˜). Four q’s and four q˜’s are accounted for by the supermomentum delta functions,
so the n-point amplitude will be proportional to a polynomial of degree qn−4q˜n−4. Lorentz and
little group invariance require that these qn−4q˜n−4 will appear in the amplitudes as products
of
odd even
q
︷ ︸︸ ︷
6pi · ·6pk q , q
︷ ︸︸ ︷
6pi · ·6pk q˜
. (7.8)
The contractions of supermomenta of the same chirality requires odd power of momenta, while
for opposite chirality an even number of momenta is needed. For example, a BCFW construc-
tion [23] indicates that the 6-point superamplitude includes terms of the form
S(p) (q 6Poddq) (q˜ 6Poddq˜) , S˜(p) (q˜ 6Pevenq) (q˜ 6Pevenq) (7.9)
where 6Podd/even represents strings of even (including zero), or odd number of momenta, while
S and S˜ represents pure momentum inner products.
7.2 4d-6d correspondence
Details of the reduction of component amplitudes from 6d to 4d can be found in ref. [46, 23];
here we restrict ourselves to the massless case. The massless 4d amplitudes are obtained by
restricting the 6d momenta to the 4d subspace with p4 = p5 = 0. The 6d Dirac spinors are
19Again, the ∗ here indicates pseudoreality.
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then simply given in terms of the 4d massless spinors. Written as 4 × 2 and 2 × 4 matrices,
they take the form
λAia =
(
0 |i〉
|i] 0
)
, λ˜iAa˙ =
(
0 〈i|
−[i| 0
)
. (7.10)
The reduction of the on-shell 6d superspace variables ξa and ξ˜a˙ gives a non-chiral represen-
tation of the 4d superspace involving both η and η¯. A specific choice is
D = 6 :
(
ξ1
ξ2
)
→ D = 4 :
(
η1
η2
)
D = 6 :
(
ξ˜1˙
ξ˜2˙
)
→ D = 4 :
(
η3
η4
)
. (7.11)
Writing the 6d superwavefunction Φ6d of (7.3) in this form makes it possible to directly compare
with the 4d superwavefunction Ω4d in (2.2). All that is needed is a Fourier transform of the
variables η2 and η3; this gives
20
Ω′4d =
∫
dη2 dη3 e
η2η¯2 eη3η¯
3
Ω4d
= S23 − (λ123η1 + λ3η¯2) + (λ2η¯3 − λ234η4) + η¯2η1S13 + η¯3η4S24
−η1η4G− + η¯2η¯3G+ + η1η¯3S12 − η¯2η4S34
−η¯3η4(λ124η1 + λ4η¯2) + η¯2η1(λ1η¯3 − λ134η4) + η¯2η1η¯3η4S14 . (7.12)
Comparing Ω′4d with (7.3), using the identification (7.11), we can now identify the on-shell
states of N = (1, 1) SYM in 6d with the massless on-shell states of N = 4 SYM in 4d:
Scalars: φ = S23 , φ′ = S13 , φ′′ = S24 , φ′′′ = S14 ,
Gluinos: χa = −(λ123, λ3) , ψa˙ = (λ2,−λ234) ,
χ˜a = −(λ124, λ4) , ψ˜a˙ = (λ1,−λ134, ) ,
Gluons: ga a˙ =
(
S12 −G−
G+ −S34
)
. (7.13)
In figure 3 this identification is illustrated very intuitively as a projection of the N = (1, 1)
multiplet onto N = 4 multiplet.
We have identified the states and superwavefunctions in the reduction of 6d N = (1, 1)
SYM to 4d N = 4 SYM. The 6d 4-point superamplitudes are also mapped the 4d ones. Using
(7.10) and (7.11), the 6d supermomenta take the form
qAi →
( |i〉 ηi1
−|i] η¯2i
)
, q˜iA →
(
− [i| η¯3i , 〈i| ηi4
)
. (7.14)
The supermomentum delta functions defined below (7.6) can then be written in terms of 4d
variables as
δ4
(∑
i
qAi
)
=
(∑
i,j
ηi1〈ij〉η1j
)(∑
l,k
η¯2l [lk] η¯
2
k
)
,
δ4
(∑
i
q˜iA
)
=
(∑
i,j
ηi4〈ij〉η4j
)(∑
l,k
η¯3l [lk] η¯
3
k
)
. (7.15)
20This on-shell superfield is closely related to the scalar superfield in projective superspace [51].
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Figure 3: The projection of the 6d N = (1, 1) multiplet onto the 4d N = 4 multiplet. The two axes
are the weights of the states with respect to the two U(1)’s of little group SU(2)×SU(2). The diagonal
line represents the U(1) subgroup of the 4d little group.
Applying this to the 4-point superamplitude (7.5) gives an unfamiliar non-chiral form of the
4d Parke-Taylor superamplitude. We can recover the more familiar chiral form with δ(8) by
performing a half-Fourier transformation. The details can be found in section 6.2 of [51].
7.3 4d NKMHV helicity sectors from 6d
It is easy to track how the NKMHV helicity sectors arise in the 6d-4d reduction using super-
amplitudes. Let us start with the 5-point amplitude (7.6) in 6d. The reduction to 4d yields
two different 4d structures, namely
A5 6d : q(6p 6p 6p6p)q˜ → 4d :
(
ηi1〈i |6p 6p 6p6p| j〉ηj4
η¯2i [i |6p6p 6p 6p| j] η¯3j
)
(7.16)
No ηη¯-terms appear since this would require odd number of momenta between the 4d super-
momenta, and such terms do not appear in the 6d parent superamplitude. The delta-functions
supply 4 η’s and 4 η¯’s, so after performing the 2 inverse Fourier transformations for each of the
5 external lines, we obtain η-polynomials of degrees 12 and 8 respectively from the two struc-
tures in (7.16). Thus the two different η-η¯ structures in (7.16) encode the 5-point anti-MHV
and MHV sectors in 4d.
For the 6-point superamplitude, things become more interesting. A general simplified form
of the 6-point superamplitude is not yet known, but BCFW indicates that the 6d supermomenta
appear in the amplitude as in (7.9). After reduction to 4d, we have
6d : (q 6Poddq) (q˜ 6Poddq˜) → 4d : ηiηj η¯kη¯l 〈i|6Podd|k]〈j|6Podd|l] (7.17)
6d : (q 6Pevenq˜) (q 6Pevenq˜) → 4d :

ηiηjηkηl 〈i| 6Peven|j〉 〈k| 6Peven|l〉
ηiηj η¯kη¯l 〈i| 6Peven|j〉 [k| 6Peven|l]
η¯iη¯j η¯kη¯l [i| 6Peven|j] [k| 6Peven|l]
 (7.18)
There are three different η-η¯ structures: ηηηη corresponds to anti-MHV, ηηη¯η¯ to NMHV, and
η¯η¯η¯η¯ to MHV. The (anti)MHV amplitudes only have contributions from structures with 6Peven.
The 6Podd terms are needed to get the full NMHV answer, and clearly this information is not
contained in the MHV or anti-MHV amplitudes.
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Figure 4: A proposed (not proven) scenario connecting minHV amplitudes to all NKMHV amplitudes
via the 6d reconstruction.
Note that the form of 6Peven is the same for each term in (7.17). The same holds for 6Podd
in (7.18). Since both (7.17) and (7.18) contributes to the NMHV amplitude, it appears that
the NMHV amplitude is sufficient to capture the full structure of the 6d parent amplitude. At
higher n, one may then suspect that the “minimally helicity violating” (minHV) amplitudes
Nb
n−4
2
cMHV capture the complete structure of the parent 6d amplitude. IF true, this would
give a relation between different helicity structures in 4d. Start with the 4d minHV amplitude
and perform a half Fourier transformation to the non-chiral basis. From the parent 6d structure,
we know there has to be a way to rewrite the spinor inner-products as spinor-traces of momenta
or momentum inner-products.21 It would lead to a form of the superamplitude which depends
only on momentum and supermomentum, cf. (7.8). Lifting the minHV amplitudes to 6d
allows one to complete the superamplitude because all 6Peven/odd structures are obtained from
minHV. Reducing back to 4d one can now recover all other NKMHV sectors. The procedure
is illustrated in figure 4. From a practical view point this is not particularly useful since the
minHV amplitudes are the most complicated helicity configuration for n > 5. We mention
it here only to illustrate the structure of the amplitudes; further evidence that the minHV
determine all amplitudes would be desirable.
Note that the above statement is based on global symmetries of the amplitude, and hence
should be valid for loop amplitudes as well. However a naive analysis of the six-point amplitude
seems to contradict this statement. The known expression for the one-loop six point MHV
amplitude includes the two-mass-easy box integrals, while the NMHV amplitude includes two-
mass-hard integrals [41, 62]. These two integrals are linearly independent and hence it is
unlikely that NMHV amplitudes contains information of the MHV amplitude. The resolution
is that the familiar 4d integral basis does not form an independent basis from the 6d point of
view. For example the 5-point one loop amplitude in 6d is given in terms of scalar box plus
pentagon integrals [60]. In the reduction to 4d, the 6d scalar pentagon reduces to five different
scalar box integrals plus terms that vanish in 4d [63]. Thus in lifting the NMHV loop amplitude
to 6d, one is required to take into account such integral reduction identities to obtain the full
6d amplitude. An explicit six-point computation would be a first step to clarify these issues.
7.4 N = (1, 0) amplitudes from N = (1, 1)
The six-dimensional N = (1, 0) super Yang-Mills multiplet contains on-shell four gluon po-
larization states ga a˙ and four chiral fermions ψa˙, ψ˜a˙. We have labelled the fields such that
the embedding in the maximal multiplet is clear. The fields of the non-maximal multiplet are
contained in two superfields (a˙ = 1, 2):
Υa˙(ξ) = ψa˙ + g
a
a˙ ξa + ξ
2 ψ˜a˙ (7.19)
21This step is non-trivial and could be practically very challenging.
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In the superamplitude, each external field can be assigned to different multiplet labelled by
a˙. In six dimensions, there are no selection rules since the continuous SU(2) little group will
rotate between all possible assignments of a˙.
From eq. (7.19) one can immediately read off the prescription of obtaining the two multiplets
from the N = (2, 0) multiplet, i.e. one simply integrates away one ξ˜ and set the other to zero.
Schematically one has:
Υa˙(ξ) =
∫
dξ˜a˙ Φ6d(ξ, ξ˜)
∣∣∣
ξ˜=0
(7.20)
In terms of amplitudes, as with four-dimensons, one can start with the maximal N = (1, 1)
amplitudes, integrate out ξ˜ and one obtains the N = (1, 0) amplitudes after setting the remain-
ing ξ˜ to zero. The only difference now is the we need to integrate one ξ˜ for each external lines,
compared to the four-dimensional case where we only integrate those lines that are negative
helicity.
Integrating away the one ξ¯ for each external leg and setting the remaining ones to zero, one
see that the four- and five-point amplitudes are given by:
N = (1, 0) : M4,a˙b˙c˙d˙ = −
iδ6(
∑
p) δ4(
∑
q) 〈1a˙2b˙3c˙4d˙〉
st
(7.21)
N = (1, 0) : M5,a˙b˙c˙d˙e˙ = −
iδ4(
∑
q)
s12s23s34s45s51
{
q1( 6p2 6p3 6p4 6p5) λ˜1a˙ 〈2b˙3c˙4d˙5e˙〉+ cyclic
+
1
2
[
q1( 6p2 6p3 6p4 6p5 − 6p2 6p5 6p4 6p3) λ˜2b˙ 〈3c˙4d˙5e˙1a˙〉 (7.22)
+ q3( 6p4 6p5 6p1 6p2 − 6p4 6p2 6p1 6p5) λ˜4d˙ 〈5e˙1a˙2b˙3c˙〉
+(q3 + q4)(6p5 6p1 6p2 6p3 − 6p5 6p3 6p2 6p1) λ˜5e˙ 〈1a˙2b˙3c˙4d˙〉+ c.c.
]}
.
where 〈1a˙2b˙3c˙4d˙〉 = ABCDλA1a˙λB2b˙λC3c˙λD4d˙.
Dimensional reduction of the N = (1, 0) amplitudes gives the 4d N = 2 super Yang-Mills
in the Φ-Ψ formalism. We first note that the two six-dimensional superfield corresponds to the
half-Fourier transformation of the four-dimensional superfields:
Υ1˙ = −
∫
dη2e
η2η¯2 ΨN=2 , Υ2˙ = −
∫
dη2e
η2η¯2 ΦN=2 . (7.23)
The other crucial ingredient is the dimensional reduction of the four-spinor bracket. Since the
four-spinor bracket carries four free SU(2) little group indices, and each SU(2) index corresponds
to +12 or −12 helicity spinors in four dimensions, the bracket contains 24 = 16 terms in four
dimensions. However, most vanish and the only non-vanishing brackets are
〈iajbkcld〉 → 〈i1j1k2l2〉 = −[ij]〈kl〉 , [ia˙jb˙kc˙ld˙] → [i1˙j1˙k2˙l2˙] = −[ij]〈kl〉 .
As an example, we show that the dimensional reduction of the 6d four-point amplitude
gives the 4d N = 2 SYM amplitude. We start in 4d and perform the half-Fourier transform of
the N = 2 SYM 4-point superamplitude given in eq. (3.5). Using the identity [51]∫ 4∏
i=1
dηi2e
ηi2η¯
2
i
∑
l,k
η2l〈lk〉η2k
 =
 ∑
1≤i<j≤4
η¯2i [ij]η¯
2
j
(〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉
[12][23][34][41]
) 1
4
, (7.24)
we find ∫ ( 4∏
i=1
dηi2e
ηi2η¯
2
i
)
A4 = −ijkl〈ij〉[lk]
st
( 4∑
i=1
q2i
)( 4∑
i=1
q˜1
)
,
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which is exactly the dimensional reduced form of the 6d 4-point amplitude in eq. (7.21). The
choice of external multiplets a˙b˙c˙d˙ as two 1’s and two 2’s correspond to the choice of which two
states are Φ and which are Ψ.
8 Pure N < 8 SG amplitudes
The formalism for non-maximal SYM can be straightforwardly extended to supergravity am-
plitudes. Here we outline the procedure for obtaining the N < 8 supergravity MHV amplitudes
in the Φ-Ψ formalism.
The on-shell states of the N < 8 supergravity multiplet can be neatly packaged into two
superfields Φ,Ψ, with the positive helicity graviton appearing as the leading component of Φ,
and the negative helicity graviton at the top of Ψ. Similar to the discussion of embedding the
N < 4 SYM multiplets within the maximal one, the two superfields can be obtained from the
maximal N = 8 superfield ΦN=8 as
ΦN<8 = ΦN=8
∣∣∣∣
ηN+1,...,η8→0
, ΨN<8 =
∫ 8∏
i=N+1
dηiΦN=8 . (8.1)
The MHV amplitude of the N = 8 theory can be conveniently written as
AMHVn =
Mn(1
−2−3+ . . . n+)
〈12〉8 δ
(16)
(
n∑
i=1
|i〉ηia
)
with δ(16)
(
n∑
i=1
|i〉ηia
)
=
1
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8∏
a=1
n∑
i,j
〈ij〉ηiaηja , (8.2)
where Mn(1
−2−3+ . . . n+) is the MHV graviton n-point amplitude; at tree level it is unaffected
by any other fields. To obtain the MHV superamplitudes for the N < 8 theories, we choose
the ith and jth particles to be in the Ψ multiplet and integrate the 8 − N ηi’s and ηj ’s from
the N = 8 MHV amplitude. Explicitly
FNn,ij =
∫
d8−N ηid8−N ηj
Mn(1
+ . . . i− . . . j− . . . n+)
〈ij〉8 δ
(16)
(
n∑
k=1
|k〉ηka
)∣∣∣∣∣
ηN+1,...,η8→0
= (−1) 12N (N−1)Mn(1
+ . . . i− . . . j− . . . n+)
〈12〉N δ
(2N )
(
n∑
k=1
|k〉ηka
)
. (8.3)
The
(
n
2
)
different choices of i, j for FNn,ij are related to each other by simple momentum rela-
beling.22 The N = 7 formalism provides an alternative encoding of the N = 8 supergravity
amplitudes; having non-manifest SUSY may be useful in some applications.
9 Outlook
We have presented a uniform approach to N < 4 SYM amplitudes in terms of a 4d on-shell
superspace formulation that allow us to encode the amplitudes into superamplitudes. The tree
superamplitudes are simply truncations of the N = 4 SYM tree superamplitudes, while at
22This was not the case for the color-ordered SYM amplitudes.
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loop level one must take into account the different state sums, for example when evaluating
unitarity cuts to reconstruct the loop amplitudes.
A truncation prescription from maximal SUSY to lower SUSY can also be applied in other
dimensions. We have demonstrated this in 6 dimensions. An interesting by-product of the 6d
analysis is the curious relationship between 4d amplitudes of different helicity structures, i.e. in
different NKMHV sectors. This could be interesting to explore further; one would benefit from
knowledge of compact explicit expressions for n>5-point tree amplitudes in 6d.
An interesting direction is to explore renormalization using on-shell techniques. On general
grounds, we might expect the sum of bubble coefficients, which capture the UV divergences,
to be proportional to a tree amplitude. From a computational point of view this is not at
all obvious, and for NKMHV amplitudes, this becomes even more non-trivial since even the
tree-level amplitudes take more complicated form. It will be interesting to explore if there is
a simple on-shell mechanism that guarantees the sum of bubble coefficients to be proportional
to a tree amplitude.
Another interesting, and phenomenologically relevant, generalization of our work is to cou-
ple matter multiplets to the N = 1, 2 SYM theories. In that case, it is natural to include a set
of Grassmann book-keeping variables for each of the matter multiplets; these can be labeled
by the a flavor index A. As a fairly trivial example, consider N = 4 SYM as N = 1 SYM
coupled to three chiral multiplets with SU(3) flavor symmetry. Or as N = 2 SYM coupled
to two hypermultiplets with SU(2) flavor symmetry. In both cases, the original η’s, which are
fundamentals of the SU(4) R-symmetry, now transforms under SU(N ) × SU(4 − N ), i.e. N
η’s carry R-symmetry index while the 4 − N other ones carry flavor symmetry index. Thus
by assigning the original R-index into the reduced R-symmetry index plus flavor indices, one
obtains a superamplitude defined on the reduced on-shell superspace plus flavor space. This is
of course a trivial rewriting of the N = 4 superamplitudes, but it may give a hint about what
to expect for N = 1, 2 SYM with matter. The work [44] together with our results here would
be a useful starting point of obtaining explicit results for tree- and loop-level superamplitudes
in N = 1, 2 SYM with matter.
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A Derivation of NMHV superamplitude for N < 4 SYM
In this appendix we present the derivation of the tree-level NMHV superamplitude formulas
for N = 1, 2, 3 SYM. For convenience we choose legs i ,j and n to be in the Ψ multiplet; we
can always achieved this by using the cyclic symmetry of the color ordered amplitude. One
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extracts the N = 1, 2, 3 superamplitude via
FNn,(nij) =
∫
d4−Nηi d4−Nηj d4−Nηn AN = 4 NMHVn , (A.1)
where AN = 4 NMHVn was given in (3.11) and d4−Nηk ≡
∏4
a=N+1 dηka. We rearrange the inte-
gration measure and the integrand, keeping careful track of the signs, to find
FNn,(nij) = (−1)N
δ(2N )(
∑ |k〉ηk)
〈12〉 · · · 〈n1〉
∑
2≤s<t<n−1
(
RNn;st
4∏
a=N+1
Inst,a
)
, (A.2)
where RNn;st was given in (3.15) and
Inst,a ≡
∫
dηiadηjadηna δ
(2)(
∑
|k〉ηk)
( n−1∑
l=t
〈n|xnsxst|l〉ηla +
n−1∑
l=s
〈n|xntxts|l〉ηla
)
. (A.3)
Here we have used the explicit form of Ξnst,a given in (3.13). To carry out the integral (A.3),
one carefully keeps track of the possible orderings of i, j with respect to legs s, t. This gives
• i < j < s < t ≤ n− 1: The ranges of the two sums in (A.3) do not include i or j, so the
integrand is independent of ηia, ηja and ηna, and hence the integral vanishes.
• i < s ≤ j < t ≤ n− 1: The second term in (A.3) contains ηaj , so the integral is
Inst,a = 〈in〉〈n|xntxts|j〉 . (A.4)
• i < s < t ≤ j ≤ n− 1: Both terms in (A.3) contribute to the ηj integration. We obtain
Inst,a = 〈ni〉〈nj〉x2st . (A.5)
where we have used the identity xnsxst + xntxts + x
2
st = 0.
• 2 ≤ s ≤ i < j < t ≤ n − 1: The second term in (A.3) contains both ηi and ηj , and we
use Schouten to find
Inst,a = 〈nj〉〈n|xntxts|i〉 − 〈ni〉〈n|xntxts|j〉 = 〈ij〉〈n|xntxts|n〉 . (A.6)
• 2 ≤ s ≤ i < t ≤ j ≤ n− 1: both terms in (A.3) contribute and we have
Inst,a = 〈nj〉〈n|xntxts|i〉−〈ni〉〈n|xntxts|j〉−〈ni〉〈n|xnsxst|j〉 = 〈jn〉〈n|xnsxst|i〉 . (A.7)
• 2 ≤ s < t ≤ i < j ≤ n − 1: By the δ(2)-function, the sums in (A.3) can be converted to
run from n to s − 1 or t − 1. They are then independent of ηia, ηja and ηna, and hence
the integral vanishes.
The analysis shows that (A.2) splits into four sums corresponding to the four orderings
with nonzero results above. For each N , one obtains N factors of Ia. The rearrangement of
the integration measure produces and overall sign. Putting all things together, the result for
the N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 NMHV superamplitude is
FNn,ijn = (−1)N
δ(2N ) (
∑ |λ〉ηλ)
〈12〉〈23〉 · · · 〈n1〉 × (A.8)[ ∑
i<s≤j<t≤n−1
(
〈in〉〈n|xntxts|j〉
)4−N
RNnst +
∑
i<s<t≤j≤n−1
(
〈ni〉〈nj〉x2st
)4−N
RNnst
+
∑
2≤s≤i<j<t≤n−1
(
〈ij〉〈n|xntxts|n〉
)4−N
RNnst +
∑
2≤s≤i<t≤j
(
〈jn〉〈n|xnsxst|i〉
)4−N
RNnst
]
.
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Recognizing the overall factor as (−1) 12N (N+1)〈ij〉N−4FNn,ij — the MHV superamplitude with
Ψ-sector states i and j — we arrive at the final result for the NMHV superamplitude (3.14).
B Signs in intermediate state sums
The signs in section 5.2 are easily verified starting from the equivalent state sum in N = 4
SYM:∫
d4η`1 d
4η`2 AL AR = −
∫
dη`1,1 dη`2,1
∫
d3η`1 d
3η`2 AL AR
→ −
∫
dη`1,1 dη`2,1
{
AL(. . . ) AR(. . .Ψ`1Ψ`2) +AL(. . .Ψ`1Ψ`2) AR(. . . ) (B.1)
+AL(. . .Ψ`1) AR(. . .Ψ`2)−AL(. . .Ψ`2) AR(. . .Ψ`1)
}
.
In the second line, we have truncated the state sum into the four possible N = 1 pieces. Next
we apply with
∫
d3ηi d
3ηj to select i and j to be the external Ψ-states (assuming that the 1-loop
amplitude is MHV). If we assume that both subamplitudes at MHV, then there are two cases,
depending on whether i and j sit on the same or on different subamplitudes.
If i, j ∈ L, then only the first term in (B.1) contributes and we get
−
∫
dη`1 dη`2 AL(. . .Ψi . . .Ψj) AR(. . .Ψ`1Ψ`2) =
∫
dη`1 dη`2 AL(. . .Ψi . . .Ψj) AR(. . .Ψ`2Ψ`1) .
(B.2)
We used cyclic symmetry and that the Ψ’s are Grassmann odd. We recognize Cut (a) from
section (5.2).
If i ∈ L and j ∈ R, the last two terms of (B.1) contribute and this gives∫
dη`1 dη`2
{
AL(. . .Ψi . . .Ψ`1) AR(. . .Ψj . . .Ψ`2)−AL(. . .Ψi . . .Ψ`2) AR(. . .Ψj . . .Ψ`1)
}
.
(B.3)
This is Cut (b) of section (5.2), as can be seen after rearrangement of the Ψ’s in AR.
The signs in the N = 2 and N = 3 intermediate state sums can be checked similarly.
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